Carbon Price Working?  Coal Slumps, Clean Energy Soars
by Tom Arup
May 10, 2013 - Electricity from Australia's highly polluting brown coal power plants has fallen 14% since introduction of the carbon price, while renewable power has soared.  An analysis by the federal government, comparing daily national electricity market data for the first 9 months of carbon pricing with the same period a year earlier, also shows generation from slightly less polluting black coal power plants fell 4.7%.
In the same time, renewable energy - including hydro - rose by 28%, while lower-emitting gas power grew by 9.5%.
Labor credits the decline in coal electricity in large part to its carbon price and other policies, such as a 20% renewable energy target.  The carbon price began on July 1, 2012, at a fixed price of $23 a tonne.  Those in the industry and analysts say the carbon price is playing a role, but other factors at work include changing fuels costs and falling power demand.  Climate Change Minister Greg Combet said: ''This change in fuel mix means cleaner electricity is being delivered to households and business''.
The Grattan Institute's Tony Wood said other influences could be changing costs of coal and the renewable energy target, including flooding at the Yallourn brown-coal plant last year, commissioning of the Mortlake gas plant in Victoria, and companies burning spare gas.  “The carbon price is in and the system is working.  However, it is probably wishful thinking to ascribe a heavy-lifting role to the carbon price in what we have seen,'' Mr Wood said.
Brown coal power plants are largely in Victoria's Latrobe Valley.  Brown coal-fired electricity generation was 13.9% lower between July 1, 2012 and March 31, 2013 than in the same 9 months a year earlier.  In the valley, generation at the flood-afflicted Yallourn power plant was down 35%.  But the other large brown coal power plants also saw falls - Hazelwood's generation fell 10% in the period and Loy Yang A 5%.  Power generation at the valley's smaller Morwell plant fell a whooping 86%.  Further, South Australia's Playford B power plant was mothballed.
The nation's generation of electricity fell 2.4%.  Coal remained the dominant source of electricity in Australia, but it has declined from 79.1% of the total electricity mix to 74.7% since the carbon price started.
All up, the carbon emissions intensity of the national electricity market has fallen 5.4% since the carbon price was introduced, meaning carbon emissions from power generation is down 7.7%, or 10 million tonnes, from the previous 9 months.
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